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Improved Emergency Fuel Injection Line - DPE96025

DIPACO is announcing a new and improved version of our DPE96020 
emergency flexible fuel injection line. The improved line, part number 
DPE96025, is now made of solid - yet flexible - steel. This new steel 
provides longer life and can handle much greater pressures yet, is just 
as flexible as our original line. 

The line is designed to handle working pressures of 575 Bar/8,350 PSI 
with a burst pressure of 1,440 Bar/20,900 PSI. The line is wrapped in a 
steel-braid material for ease-of-handling and insulation. The line itself 
is 4-1/2 feet (1.4 meters) in length and fittings include 12mm and 14mm 
size adaptors. Also included in the kit are plastic ties used to secure the 
line after installation. The overall fit and finish of the line is excellent.

The DPE96025 line is packaged in a hard plastic shell with color on the 
front for visibility at the parts counter. Installation instructions are printed 
on the back of the packaging. The plastic protects the contents, makes 
the contents easily visible, and is ready for hanging on wall pegs.

The DPE96025 fuel line fits almost all agricultural, recreational marine, truck, recreational vehicle, and 
construction equipment applications. The emergency flexible fuel line can be a great add-on sale for all of your 
customers. Engine rebuilders can use the lines for testing an engine in place of regular lines. They are valuable 
to RV and truck owners who may need fuel pump work where the correct fuel lines are not readily available. They 
can keep agricultural or construction equipment moving instead of incurring down time while waiting to replace a 
damaged line.


